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Antiparnaneutarism and nationalis血in the ideo日ogy of t心e dietatorship of

t血e co書ond§.

By Thanassis N. Bohotis

D印artmeut of Po聯cal Sc料ce, Uhiversity of Crete

in the preseut article I wh atte叩t a first approach to the ideo吋of the

colonels’dictatorship (1967-1974) and its genealogy, throngh the ideoIogy of Geor如s

Papadopoulos, who was its nrost powerful figue until Pfoverfur 1973, when he was

OVe血own by a coup d, etat onganized by Demetrios Ioannides’anOther mender of the

Greck jum甑cover’after the細ed coup of軸g Konsta血e II on 13-12-1967 and

his subseq同価かalfroad’Papadopoulos chose an optional rctirerneut and became

Pme mini鴫融e from July to Nove血er 1973 he was declared Presideut of the

Ifuring the mifitary dictatorship two ∞nStitutional texts were drafted and were

apprOVed by two pld融es, the first in 29-9-1968 and the second in 29-7寸973, Which

Were held in conditions of suppressed individual freedoms. The first of these contiImed to

refi師o a aystem of govermeut of a democratie royale,融e血e se∞nd referred to a

rqubfic. Some initial rm晒帥uere made in order fu「 the second plebiscite to be

inxplemented from也e nddle of August 1973・ However, its implementation was

SuSPended on Novenher 25 by Ioannides’coup. These texts then直eing part of the

蒜謹書鵠譜露盤‡諾霊嘉諾de勘ぬ
血press confdences that Papadopoulos gave on March 1968 to announce the

beginhing of the process of the new constitution’s sanctioni]喝that would be completed

融the plchisde of the sane year, he stressed that its fundamental points cons軸ed

the most conunclng PrOOf that the ‘臓voh]tioh” of the 21ct of Apri1 1967 did not aim at

inxposing a争ysonal dictator坤, or a “tyrandy’on the Greek people, but it ∞nstituted,

On the contrary’an aCt Of self §aC舶∞ ftIT its salvation3,

According to papadopoulos, the lack of a developed national consciousness that

chan融rized many private individuals and “civil servam掴Iad as a con§equence, Or,

mOre correctly, aS its other軸y the excessive expansion of their se聯nterest and fina11y

Of their se馳conscience which led to the purs血of exofoita叫Ofit to the detrimeut of

the lav and the social whole. The sphere or part of血e national organism in which this

PurS`rfu was principatry maniffrod was the p融c administrationJo w皿n劇of

Papadopoulos’r。ative exa・mPles were referring. The selfish atte坤Of fulfi11ing the

Private iuterests led to `・vice” that was manifested mairdy血ough the “illicit give and

tas’within the adn竜stration; this i蟻give and take in tun strengthened the vice of

those who took part in it. The result was corruption’the “pervasion” and the “rottermess”

Of the national ongarism in the adnrinistrative sphere, that had taken such hnge

dimensions as to make Papadopoulos claim that a ・`decimatio草that is, the dismissal of

mOSt Of the civfl clerks nright be needed in order to cleanse the public adninistration. The

恒陣地P抑血ou地軸狐鵬鴫00同胞on同地的S∞耽直垂融血0串
kata]直Si tis istorias ston logo缶s apanastasis” il] Gianna Aぬanassatou,脇鋤a 1967肋4,触ns

諸悪盤古函励e短軸922-1卵職蛸, 。. 273_334.
3 G∞車00職や狐0両町研isめ陶Ⅴ・Ⅱ, A鴨場1968, (15・3-1968), p. 30・3l.
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metaphor he used for such a cleansing was that of a sungical operation that the
“Revolution” had to urgently perfom, m Order to stop the decay of the national

organis血4 and to create the preconditions for a new and healthier life, for its regeneration

(“palingenessi拘F狙ing to intervene would, Certai血y, lead to the generalization of the

lawlessness and皿egality, the consequences of ``皿cit give and tcke” and corruption, and

thus to anarchy.

血another press conference on ll-7-1968, Papadopoulos amoun∞d the direct

publication of a second draft of the new constitution and presented its main points. A
large number of them was devoted to the αframing” of the general pariianentary

elections so that they lead to a detemrined, di節erent than the `pre-reVO山tionary’, SOCial

COmPOSition of the parliament. Its legitimization rested on the need to wipe out the “i置licit

give and take” among voters, MPs and the Executive.

This le徳timization was too incomplete since Papadopoulos did not give an

explanation of the problems that the “皿cit give and take” among voters, their

representatives and the goverment was creating, exCePt from his reference to the

disIocation of the administration due to the interference of po聯cs5. surely, his

argumentation can be reconstructed, by analogy to his above-mentioned references to the

imcit give and talke within the administration and in comection to his a肌sion on l l-7-

1968 on the circumvention of the law by private individuals using the i11icit give and

take, aiming at drawing excessive benefits at the expense of society・ Thus’aCCOrding to

亜s rationale, the皿cit give and tcke among voters, their parlianentary representatives

and the Executive originated from the absence of national consciousness and led to moral

depravity and anarchy. It also led to the functioning of the political power against the

common interest and in favor of particular groups seeking favors, aS Well as to the

subsequent sp批ing of the (unity of the) po聯cal power. It also resulted to the

domination of the paliament by individuals motivated mainly by their se臆sh interests,

Characterized by narrow intellectual and social horizons incapable of exercISmg real

controI over the Executive.

In any case,伽s le如imizing rationale was not made explicit, W皿e in another

poi加of the broader Papadopoulos, 1egitimizing rhetoric it seems to be implied that the

害霊l霊誌もぷ霊霊能諾‡詰常盤謹給電
therefore there was not any need for them to be proven by e幻ensive arguments; One,

then, may reaSOnably consider that the “illicit give and take” between voters and the

POlitical authorities, in the sphere of the administration, WaS Classified in the same area of

self-eVident problems. Moreover, an equally short reference to the “party illicit give and

take,,, Which is jus髄ed only if its condermation was considered self-eVident, Can be

found in the o餓cial proclamation of the 21st of Ap血, that made pul)lic and just並ed

before the people the regime change: “The unscrupulous and miserable party illicit give

and take, the shameless behaviour of a great part of the pre§S, the methodical attack

against a11 institutions, their pervasion, the humiliation of the parliament, the v髄cation

of everything, the paralysis of the state mac血ne. ‥ destroyed the peace of the land,

Created a climate of anarchy and chaos … … We are motivated exclusivdy by patriotic

4 Jbid. See alsoやcit., (1-3・1968), P.12.
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motives狐d we aim at abolis血ng the rule ofvice. At cleansing the p巾血o ife. To remove

the rottemess that endangered the organism of the country … and to create healtdy bases

for the quick retum ofthe Cou加ry to the truly orthodox pariianentary life”7.

The regulations of this second constitutional draft of 1968 regarding the fight

against ihicit give and take were of an antiparliamentary nature and they specifically hit

the representative dimension of pariiamentarism. They were an e餓加　for the

representation of vague broader interests or the general nationa吊uterest to sut)stitute for

the represe競ation of electoral bodies with specific historical and geographical roots.

A first regulation to this direction was the reduction ofthe rmmber of the MPs to

150. That was the most radical lessenlng Of their mmber in the contemporary Greek

history, if their ratio to the population is also taken into account. Its impact would be

shaapened by the drastic reduction of the肌mber ofthe electoral districts to lO-15’When

in a11 the postwar electoral confrontations (1946-1964) its smallest number was just 388・

With these regulations the MP would from then on represent enlarged electoral bodies

and he would break away from the sma11 electoral districts with specific Iocal and

historical characteristics, the representation of which was believed to lead to the皿cit

glVe and take.

The selection by the pa請ies of a part ofthe 20-25% ofthe MPs from personalities

of負pa血elle血c prestige" ∞nstituted another prescription that was obviously considered

as a guarantee of the representation of the national interest’instead of the narrow Iocal

interests.

Finally, the MPs were co血ed to the role of the “representative - lawmaker”

``without having any rdation to the Exeoutive, excePt that of the co調rol in the pariiament.

It is out of the question that an MP can be appointed as minister”. Even this same

parhamentary controI would also be mediated by an initial phase that would be conducted

by the newly founded ins龍ution of the Comnrissioner of the Parliament, the two

members of which would be chosen by the pa血iameut from αpersons of a great prestige

in society”.血this way, the MPs would not put pressure on the goverrment to appoint

them as ministers, W皿e a relatively autonomous institution would set a limit to the

exte請and intensity of the pariiamentary controI on the Executive. Consequently, the

capabilities and the sphere of血e蹴cit give and take between the pariiament and the

goverment were been restricted.

According to Papadopoulos, a Serious weakness of the recent past that the new

system of govemment would e鱈ace was the intervention of po雌cs in the amry and the

administration that had led to the disIocation of the latter. On the co請rary, in the new

polity the αorganization of the Public Services” would not be decided “on reasons of

po舶cal necessity” by the le$slature or the Executive. The adnrinistration would be

autonomous∴from an administrative aspect, and the armed forces would be

adn血ustrativdy and functionally autonomous of the po舶cal power as we11. The

judiciary also, in which a new branch would be added through the fomation of a
constitutional court, WOuld be fu叫y er互o]心g its autonomy in relation to the govenment.

盤諾鵠議議露語鎧認特誌嵩87.



The o血y interests that it was allowed to be represented, by the direct participation

:豊請託詩語器n器蕊霧#謹groups” that were expfroitly
The changes that the new constitution would introduce in the parliament’s

COmPOSition constituted at the same time transfomations of its social composition.皿s

applied to the case of the MPs that were selected among persons with “pan Hellenic

Prestige”. In the same direction would also lead the repre§entation of the “interest

groups” in parhament. Likewise, the radical decrease of the number of the electoral

districts that consti請ed at the sane time a great e血argement of them, WOuld inevitalbly

make their respective MPs dependem to a greater extend than before on the support of

econo血c interests’On the coverage from the press and the media and on the choices of

Central party headquarters.

AIl those articles of the now constitution that aimed at the fighting of the illicit

give and take among voter-MP-minister,血ough the slackening or the wiping out oftheir

m血al bonds which originated from the representative system of goverment, did not

COnSti請e imovative institutional regulations and they did not rely on a new ideoIogical

grounding. The reduction of the MPs to 150, aS Well as the e血argement of the electoral

districts, had been enacted for the first血e in 1886 by the prime minister of the
“Modemist Paty” Harilaos Trikoupis, When, acCOrding to the constitution of that era

(1864-191 1), it constituted the forma11y minimum allowed limit. These reforms that had

been grounded on liberal though antidemocratic argume請s10 were soon (1 890) aholished

by the opposition, but a new leadership of the “Moderrist Pa巾y’reintroduced a m組der

VerSion ofthem in the 1900’s.11 The altove mentioned postwar decrease in the ruter of

the electoral districts’that is the creation of larger districts, that had been already taken

Place in 1946, remained in force during the first period of govemment by the renowed

Parliamentary side of the right, untfl the first half of the 1950’s12. According to the

COnstitution of 1864’the king had the right to appoi虹extra-Parliamentary nrinisters13.

皿s provision created the possibility of participation in parliamentary politics of

members of the social elites that could not be elected MPs wi咄n the franework of an

Ordinary electoral competition. It remained in force unti1 1 967 and it continues to give the

Same POWer tO the prime m址sters ofthe post 1974 democratic era. The above-mentioned

POSSib址ty was e血arged after 1974, With the introduction of the institution of the ・・State

MP” that bore many sinularities to the insti請ion of the MPs of “pan Hellenie prestige”

that had been amounced in 1968 and in 1973 by the dictatorship.

The antiparlianentary angumentation in favor of the absolute ・separation of

露盤謹言誓禁書霊‡岩盤誓謹語群詰
Its conclusion consisted in the need to limit the pariiame血to ``purely” legislative duties,

mainly to the fomal sanction of the budget, tO餌Iy separate the administration from the

葦蓋怒露盤慰霊霊sn。u aP。 t。蘭a。 Trik。。Pi軸i ne tis 。kl。gk。S
metarri血miseis tou 1 886’’in’Kねiti Aroni - Tsixli (ed), O Hczrilaos 77.め即is &ai I epohi ‘ou, Athens 2000,

骨盤‡s N. B。h。tisrP。Ii軸st。ha tis Euadas”。。_l。22”, in H.馳i。SSif(ed頼。研S脇s

わ# 200〃 aiona (Oi4pa朋es J900-1922らAtheus 1999, V.A2, PP. 43, 46-47, 51, 53.
12 Jean Meynaud, qP.Cit・

13 Giorgos H・ Sotirelis’鋤喝”姻加j ek嬢es s励El施’1864-1909, A血eus 1991, P. 147-149.
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Parliament and of the appointment of the govemment by the sovereign, tO Whom it would

be exclusively responsible. Finally, the argument in favor of the autonomy of the central

State meChanism, and especially the administration, the justice and the armed forces, in

relation to the goverrment, had also been more fully promoted during the same period of

the last century, although it had been comected to a liberal defense of the autonomy and

dece加ulization of the lower ranks of the state machinery14・ Thus the imovation of the

COnStitution of the dictatorship of 1968 was that it fought in certain points to a much

greater extent, and above a11 tota皿y and consistently the “illicit give and take” and the

representative dimension of paniamentarism, by putting together a11 the above-meutioned

regulations.

Another illness of the past that the “Revolution” wished to heel by its constitution,

WaS the parties’“splintering off’that was attributed to the “power t血rst” of the Greeks

and to the absence of democratic onganization within the political parties. The political

instability and the govemmental weakness were considered as a result of this “multi-

partisanship”. In order to eradicate the latter, a Provision introducing a high血eshold for

the parliamentary representation of the political parties was adopted. It is clear that伽s

poliey, the declared aim of which was the existence of only a few parliamentary parties

and the strength, stability and u血dered function of the po舶cal power, WOuld lead to

the function of a limited democracy w脚e it would血g軸y increase the possibilities of an

exclusion of the parhamentary left. Of course, already in the period of the parliamentary

right domination, in the 1950’s,血gh thresholds had been set to regulate the participation

蒜護憲護憲叢葦謹認諾叢
important parties from parliament, thus constitu血g a break in the history of the

antidemocratic electoral legislationつand orientating it to an extreme direction.

As it has already been observed, the incomplete strengthening of the Executive by

the coIonels’dictatorship was a fundamental di餓nence between the a血padiamentary

ideoIogy and institutional po聯cs of the past and the equivalent trends of the fomer. It

has already been noted that伽s consisted in a declaration of principle in fivor of the

limitation of the pariiament to strictly le毎slative duties and to the prohibition to its MPs

to become ministers. The govermental stab揖ty was strengthened as we皿, by the virtual

proh批ion to submit a vote of censlne On血e govemme加for a year after the last such

vote had failed to pass. An important constitutional imovation that was not mendoned by

Papadopoulos constituted the introduction of goverrmental legislature for the dealing

with “emergency situations of an exceptionally urgent and unforeseen need” that the

SOVerelgn COuld publish on a proposal of the govemme調and a conourre虹opinion of the

constitutional court. The debate on the legislative decrees in parliament would be made a

posteriori and their negative vote did not have as a consequence their retrospective

abolition. Another important provision regarded the renewed acceptance of many and

indefinite cases that jus髄ed the proclamation of a state of emergency, the newly-

introduced exc山sion of the parliament from the process of imposmg SuCh a state of

emergency and the expansion of the powers of the mihiary al血orities during its

imposition. However, aCCOrding to the constitutional text of 1968 its proclamation

14 Th狐aSSis N. Bohotis, Irizoやcrst脇d揚ia, Athens 2003, Pp. 115, 117 (am. 63), 153-161.

15 J.Meynaud,やCit・, P. 89-90, 173-175, 178, 180・



PreSuPPOSed the agreement of the king, the goverrme請and the newly consti請ed
“Council ofthe Natioh"・ O血y in the second dictatorial constitution in 1973 the Preside調

護憲薫盤豊詣㌍ that is the leading man of the Executive, WaS VeSted

At the sane time the improvement of the legislative function of the parhamem

WaS PurSued, by its division in committees, in order to speed up and better organize the

legislative work.

In order to clarify the above-mentioned di節erence, it must be observed that when

Papadopoulos, in a pre§S COnference on l-3-1968 amounced the imminent pub血oation of

the constitutional draft prepared by the 20 members committee, he stressed that it

regulated the relations between the powers in order to ensure “for the Executive the fuller

freedom of action", SO that the state can adapt its institutions and functions with the speed

that the fast rdythm of evolution of the contemporary societies required17. But in a press

COnference for the esse血al principles of the now consti請ionうtwO Weeks later,

Papadopoulos referred to the same matter with a di節ere調phrasing‥ ・・We will seek for

PrOCeSSeS and function of a speedy血ythm both in the legislation and in the exercise of

the administration. ‥”. And when a joumalist pointed out that, despite the declared

intentions of the負Revofution”, the strengthening of the Executive had not been included

in the new consti巾tion and asked if伽s was the goverrments, responsibility,

諾薄黒言語:謹認諾Vague aSSe血that such a strengthe血g formed a
The second draft of the new consti請ion’many POints of which Papadopoulos

amounced in another press conference in July in the same year, d鯖ered in part from that

Of March. Referring to the primary vi巾es of the new polity that would be established,

Papadopoulos stressed that “We must face the sIowness in the movemem of the powers, a

Slowness that, tOday more than ever before, is in opposition to the interests of the whole

and the individuals of the polity". Nevertheless, the exercise “of the legislative work by

慧諾謹書蕊蒜慧謹i:露盤霊諾器諾辞ance … ’’
Du血g the process of elatration and sanction of the constitution of 1968, the

“Revolution" quietly dropped the promotion of the claim to strengthen the Executive,

W皿e it remained firm in defending its aspiration to establish interdependence of the

POWerS, SO that the predominance of their representative dimension upon the Executive

and vice versa could be avoided and the soIving of the related issues of constitutionahiy

COuld not come down to the streets or be brought up to the press. Such fom血ions can

be interpreted as follows・ The essential changes in the relation of forces within the system

Of political power or its formal transfomation, in comection to the co血ict of interests in

SOCiety, Should be e鱒iroted, Or rather dissuaded through an intra-institutional consent

Within the frane of high politics. The provisions of the constitution that were explicitly

COmeCted by Papadopoulos to this p血ciple of state fomation were mainly the

introduction of the institutions of the `皿gher Constitutional Court” and the “Council of

16 NAiivizatos,やCit・, P. 323-330.
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霊豊嵩盤豊宝器誌霊薯霊宝謹represeutatives of the
A particular aspect of the composition of the “Council of the Nation,,, the

defi融ve structure and institutionalization of a ・pre-revOlutionary’infomal organ,

nanely the “Council ofthe Crowh", Should be marked here since it can contribute to the

further understanding of the ideoIogy and the consti請ional politics of the dictatorship.

This new insti請ion’aPart from its afore-nentioned function, that is, the legi血rization of

a state of emergency亘would also mediate between the king and the parliame調in ca§e

Of govements without a pa血anentary mむrity, and comprised of the leading men of

the Executive and the parhament, the preside調of the constitutional court and another

new organ’the C血ef ofthe amed forces. The last one did not consti請e anymore, aS it

had been the case with the old chief of the General Headquarters of the National Defense

(GHND), a COOrdinating organ ofthe three services ofthe armed forces, under the c。ntr。l

Ofthe goverrment, de facto mediated by the king between 1946-1967. On the co血ary, it

COnStinuted the crest of the administrative and functional independence of the amed

forces21’Since it was clearly stated in the constitution that the controI of the govement

On that branch of the state mac血ery was exercised血ough its Chief2. In this way, the

autonomous, in relation to the king and the parliamentary politics, rOle of the amed

forces in defending the nation’that is the social and political regime in force after the

Civil war (1 946- 1949), CeaSed to be infomal and it was institutionalized in the framework

Of the organization of the powers. The inviolability of the coIPOrate interests of the amed

forces was equally institutionalized and it was covered under the veil of a restructured

and cleansed democratie royale.皿s shift of the relation of forces wit血the system of

POlitical power and the state machinery was of ∞urSe grOunded on the success餌

imposition of the m亜ary dictatorship ・

A αpresidential parliamentary republic” with a significantly strengthened

Executive was established, under the constitution of 1973. The Presideut of the Republic,

Who was to be elected on universal su館age, Vi巾ally acquired the legislative and th。

executive power in the areas of foreign policy, the r血itary and the seourity forces, having

also the right to declare, all by himself the state of emengency. He could also oust the

lawful goverment, eVen in the case of a mgivrity goverrment, W皿e he could exercise

his extended veto power during the production of parliamentary legislation.

According to the same constitution’Papadopoulos was appoi調ed President of the

Repub血o until 1981. Without仙s appointment, it could be considered that a monarchist

reglme Without a monarch, but with a parliamentary veneer, WaS eStablished. But with the

appointment of Papadopoulos’Who drew his power from the real co血Ol that he

exercised over the amry, aS the chief of the Executive, the strengthe血g of the latter that

took the fom of the extended powers of the President, COnStituted the means of

legitimization of the nrilitary dictatorship and血litarism’under the mantle of formally

representative insti請ions. The autonomous and regulative position of the amed forces

wit血the system of po聯cal power and the state mac血ery that had been

篭宝器詫霊提議志鵠蕊諾
22 N. Alivizatos, qP.Cit・, P・ 302-307.



insti請ionalized in the 1968 constitutional text, WaS then transfomed into po舶cal

supremacy23 ・

In咄s respect the antiparliamentary ideoIogy of the dictatorship difibred from

mainstrean antiparliamentarism of the last one hundred years. The latter also did not a血

at the abolition but at the spoilage of the representative institutions by strengthening the

Executive and making it independe請from them. However, from the point ofview of址s

antiparliamentaris叫the independent Exeoutive would come from the civil society as

Well as from the political society and it would only need the passive, Or, at mOSt, the

energctic but disciplined support of the armed forces. On the contrary, for the

antiparlianentarism of the m批ary dictatorship (that constituted the climax of a long

COurSe Of autonomisation of the armed forces w細n the system of political power; a

PrOCeSS in which’during the anddemocratic interventions that begun with the military

COuP in 1909) the strengthened取ecutive in the service ofbourgeois society ended up to

be identified with militarism.

血his already-mentioned statements regarding the principles goveming the new

COnStitution, Papadopoulos refened exclusively to the e仙cal shortcomings and the

POlitical institutions of the past, aS Well as to the new moral c血nate and the institutional

Changes that the “Revolution,, introduced, in order to cure the fau庇of the past. So he

WaS focused in a description of the extemal foms of the po舶cal power and the state

machinery’aS We11 as of the public morality to which their function was comected.

Therefore’血s questioning of the state remalned exclusively moral and polity-Centered

and didn,t seem at all to be influenced by the social sciences. This suggestion refers to

the inte11ectual status of the po田ical ideoIogy and questioning of Papadopoulos, the

military representatives of the dictatorship, aS Well as its partners, the constitutionalists in

the Universities of Athens and Thessaloniki that had composed the first draft of the new

COnStitution. Furthermore, it does not contradict to other Papadopoulos’speeches where

he addressed the need for a systematic and §tal)1e inclusion of the “technocrats” in the

administration of the state and the private industries24.

In批s point, We Can retum tO anOther aspect of the attempt to justfty the

COnstIuction of the new institutional ed臆ce of the dictatorship. When Papadopoulos

talked about the essential prineiples ofthe constitution of 1968, he stated‥ “We aim: First,

to餌Iy ensure the individual rights and clearly describe the duties of the individuals of

the society. The charter of the individual freedoms and the need of ensuring the social

詰器誓書親藩器誓書t藍筆詰認諾蒜霊‡1豊
Papadopoulos imphed the ain to establish an interventionist state that would follow

Keynesian politics and lay the foundations of a wel細e state, enSuring the stated social

rights・ Sti虹he reference of the dictator to the desired type of development was made in

SO Clear tems’that didn,t leave space for such an interpretation: “In the area of econoric

development’the触ed and firm position of the goverrme競is the developme巾by the

free economic action of the economic u血s of society... We will provide by our policy,

as up to now, every fac批y, helping … the econonric action both ofthe domestic and the

結露露盤.器詰タ。8,, p. ,8_3, S∞坤26_3_l,68,, 。. 72_7了
揚句.ciら(15置3-1968), p. 29.



foreign cap紺,26. It is i叩ortaut to note here that part ofthe direct investments offoreign

Capital during the 1950’s and the 1960’s came from mu鵬national companies.

Papadopoulos confirmed his view in a speech he gave to industrialists in the

Chamber of Cormerce and血dustry of Athens during the same period oftime. There, he

l郷nched an appeal for cooperation between the empIoyers and the workers based on the

VOluntary redistribution of part of the fomers’profits to the latter and its transfomation

to workers’income. Papadopoulos likened this redistribution of profits to the voluntary

but necessary economic Ioss endured by the industrialist when hiring a guard to keep the

COntentS Of his safe intact, that is, tO SeCure his capital, his basis of餌her capital

accumulation. Just as his safe was in danger from the咄ef so his capital acoumulation

WaS in danger from the inflarma心le row materials of the “panper and fasting worker” to

Which the “communist captain of a fire ship,, set fire. Papadopoulos also added that such

a redistribution of wealth from the industrialists to the workers was not only going to

ensure their cooperation in the productive machine and the legitimization of the social

System亘consti請ed, aS Well, a Pivotal presupposition for the transformation of Greece

from a developing to a developed cou調ry He also noted that this redistribution of wealth

and the s巾sequent cooperation between the factors of the production machine

COnStituted an ob鴫ation to the nation and the state and he stressed that the latter would

驚露盤蕊紀聾露語霊霊藷予a framework of cooperatirm, d血g
Through皿s proposal, Papadopoulos declared the necessity and the crucial

Character of a specific policy from the part of the industrialists for the benefit of the

SmOOth functioning of the 1yroduction machine”, but he le航s realization depending on

their free w虹短the same time the working classes had been stripped from their union

rights due to the imposition of the dictatorship. Therefore the road to cooperation was

COmPulsory∴for them and all that was needed was its legitimization and

institutionalization. Though Papadopoulos con§idered the redistribution of wealth from

the industry to the workers to be idendcal with the westem type of social cohesion and

economic development, he did not talk about a state-driven imposition of the cooperation

Of the production factors by the enactme調of a westem type of framework and of simhar

rules of αaI.bitration".

As it has already been mentioned’Papadopoulos considered the clear description

Of the individual duties in the constitution of 1968 as a n∞eSSary COmPlement of the

individual rig鵬s. In another speech he described this point in deta虹In the new pofty the

individual should not “forget that it must serve the social interests ofthe whole as well. It

demands from the state and its則owmen, being itselfready to o節er to the state and to its

fe11owmen. It respects itse埠still being itself ready to respect the others. Finally it is

faithful to the values of the Greek-Christian civilization, that constituted and s仙

COnStitute the substructure’On Which the contemporary societies of at least the westem

Civi贈zation are developing”28.

Papadopoulos’suggestion regarding the individual duties can be interpreted as

fo11ows. The moral rules and the laws -eSPeCia皿y those concemmg certain areas of social

life and state activity- Should not be sul)Verted or surpassed, because they constituted

露盤畿葦



PrO血bitions, that is, COnstraints that guaranteed the reproduction of the total social and

State血erests; therefore total respect was owed to them.

This perception ihat most of the students of the constitution and the ideoIogy of

the dictatorship name αdiscip血ed freedo血,- PreSuPPOSeS a PeSSimistic vision of man

that, from the aspect of the genealogy of the ideoIogies, COnSti請es part of the

COnServati§m Of modem times. According to this pessimistic anthropoIogy, Which, at the

Same time, ∞nstitutes a militant conception of the human existence, m狐WaS developing

materially and culturally through his struggle against nature・ This struggle was also a

national one; a struggle among nations for survival. As Papadopoulos said in a spe∞h to

the representatives of the peas狐t COOPeratives: “…的r the soul of our people] this land

豊霊霊霊。豊親書霊‡霊諾意u露悪蒜霊宝書露盤
representatives of industrialists: αAs a people we got used, through the long course ofthe

慧謹言鵠霊藷露語謀議葦藍慧‡諾葦gaged under the
But if man’in the ∞nteXt Of the nation, improves cultura皿y through his constant

Struggles, his passions do not change・ The latter can be covered up and made milder

under the infhence of civilization’law and oulture, but they camot be wiped out; their

resurgence remains always an open possibility.

As it has already been pointed out, mOral depravity and anarchy were thought to

be the result of the皿cit give and take between the private individual and the state

empIoyee, aS We皿as ofthe party皿cit give and take. Yet Papadopoulos detected that the
``extreme eudemonism,,, that manifested itself in a11 social groups as a trend of acqumng

宗欝器器蒜等書誌謹露盤器。言露盤語義豊蕊
as an enemy organization, had serious consequences for the social whole.

So the observance of the elementary rules, that is of the fundameutal prohibitions

and constraints that sanctioned the social bond, Wa§ neCeSSary and it was ultimately

ensured by the punishment of its oflince, aCCOrding to a scale of penalties that reached

the more severe among them. From this point of view, the conclusion of the o組cial

ProClamation of the αRevolution” on the 21st of April was characteristic: “The

govemmeat. ‥ aPPeals for the general support of the population for the realization of its

goal. It asks for fu皿compliance with the State. That is the case in all civilized Countries.

Because true freedom exists where the Law exists. Where the freedom of one person

reaches the limit where the freedom of the other begins・ The goverment must wam …

that any reaction to its national work of change … will promptly be cracked down on by

any means at its disposal”32.

Apart from the fear of punishment, the confomity to the basic rules of the new

POlity was founded on faith to the values of the Greek-Christian civilization that,
according to Papadopoulos, the new constitution sanctioned. So the “Revolutioh”

established a faith to the values of an integrated civilization that is to a specific system of

Values. This imposition of the Greek-Christian values by the “Revolution” was cleady in

綾懸藍7
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COntradiction with the liberal ideoIogy, the fめeral constitution and state, in which a

multiplicity of values was allowed by definition, aS Iong as it was founded on the

Principle ofreason (址s is true up to the classical liberalism ofthe 19血ce血ry) or on the

COmOn denominator of the tolerance for the manifestations of the individual psychic
urges (especially du血g the late 20th centny)

The wrong assertion of Papadopoulos that the selected Greek-Christian system of

Values∴Still constituted the basis of developme調of the westem societies in the

COntemPOrary age WaS also ful糾ing an important ideoIo如al function. In the first place

it felt血o line with the knoⅧ Viow of Greek nationalism that the globally superior

WeStem Civilization had been constructed on the basis of Greek-Christian civilization. In

the second place’it allowed making the allegation that the po靴y that followed the Greek-

Christian values could automatically adopt the system of values that consti請ed the

kingpin of the developme競of the contemporary westem societies; the latter were

COnSidered dyna血c and imovative as we皿as free and prosperous.短the same time, the

Greek-Christian血etoric was equivalent to the demand for the preservation of the

traditional values that were identified with the driving force of the modem social

developmeut; SO’Paradoxically enough’it was considered that the new polity would be

modemized in a faster pace if it hung on to a greater exte巾to its traditional values.

So it was not strange that the above mentioned speech of Papadopoulos in the

CCIA’that was i加ended for the economic circles of the couutry, WaS animated in great

measure by natio臓鵬sm‥召We are all refe調ing to Greece that in its e血ety constitutes the

being of everyone of the 12’5 millions of the Greek unity … As a people we got used,

血ough the long course of the Nation,s history, du血g the struggles for survival in which

We Were engaged under the callous occupation of eneries that passed through this sacred

SOil, tO always confrout whoever detem血es our destiny as an enemy … Alas, ifwe stick

to仙s position today … when the Nation is engaged in the hardest stmggle for survival

in the society of the free nations … Let’s work together, all of us, the whole of the

Nation,s production machine, from the worker to the industrialist... and let’s suggest this

COOPeration as the only method by which the Greek people can survive … There is no

rival state. We are the state’tOday more than ever. We, Who, at this moment, have the

honour to administer the state power, having seized the last fo巾ess, On Which the Nation

WaS fighting to save itself from anr血血ation... We did not come to be a bother to the

Greek people・ We simply cane as a spark’tO Set the fire ofthe Greek soul and to give to

the Nation the strength to regenerate its forces and to render it a heaItdy organism, that

Will be able to provide to the people the ease to keep on its glorious way to the fulure”33.

血this passage the existence or lhe being" of the 12,5 milhon people that

諾u霊霊謡葦豊書誌豊雷雲諾晋窪講読諾
individual as such does not have any real existence, but it draws its existence, its山man

essence from its inclusion to the nation. Inversely, its atte叩t to defoct from the nation,

the laxdy of its national consciousness, WOuld vinua皿y deaden it, e捌cing its ・・being” and

leaving it frivoIous.

;富認諾笠霊詫磐霊。。 。地軸融融Ⅲ噛油弛t 。f血。
Citizeus or也e population ofthe Greek §tate at the血ne.
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The nation was presented as the most importa調natural context of the social

development ofthe Greeks. As a natural or real fact, it wasn,t considered that it had been

Created in a particular historical moment, but that it existed during the entirety of the

history of the land. The perception of the nation as an organism contained two versions.

The first was conservative and it was refe重五ng to the values of the peasaut commrty.

The second was more o節ensive or `revolutionaryL The synthesis of these two versions

tended to attribute positive meaning to the reaction against the pervasion and the sIow

death of the national organism. Its cleansing could not be done by people with selfish and

eudemonist tendencies, but from human types as these ofthe heroes and the saints.

Whenever he emphasized the first version’the ideoIogy of Papadopoulos tended

to the withdrawal of the national onganism into its own particular characteristics and to

the glorification of the peasants and the “holy’free and clean village”, aS a Sy血uoI of a

stわle comection between the man and the land, that he contrasted to the polluted

atmosphere of the city. His ideoIogy was becommg conservative, with the preference he

Showed to the Greek-Christian traditions, the fam組y, the etemal Greece and with the

COnde軸皿ation of oudemonism and se脆shness35.

According to the second and more aggressive version of nationalist ideoIogy the

Struggle for survival and鵬against foreign people in which the national organism was

engaged, WaS COnSidered a const狐t Of its evolution.皿story changed the circumstances

and the theatre ofthe conduct ofthis struggle and not its imer essence.

The adversary in the丘ght of the nation for life was not o血y extemal; it always

had an intemal aspect. So the interruption of the cooperation of the factors of the

PrOduction machine’the workers and the industrialists, COuld break the skeleton of the

national orga血sm to pieces. These social groups should therefore set aside their

Partioular interests in fivour of the comon interest of the nation, in its struggle for
Survival’PrOSPe血y and predominance among the other westem nations.

The struggle ofthe nation for ife could be likened to a war. Thus, the need for a

War mentality to prevail in a time ofpeace could be promoted.皿s mentality was aiming

at a psychic exaItation and a moral up雌in dealing with the latter’s prosaic needs. Since

in the war, mOre than in any other situation, the u血y of all national forces and the

intensity of their e節ort is impo§ed,仙s comparison tended to justify the sacrifice of the

SPeCific interests of private individuals and groups in favour of the national unity; the

latter was also considered as a presupposition for the rescue of the possibifty of lawhl

Private activity. War is equa叫y the situation par exce皿ence in which the submission of

the individual to the (nulitary) hierarchy and discipline is demanded. Thus the analogy

drawn between the national struggle and the war elevated the authority that was

COnSidered capable of ensu血g the highest possible collective u血y, namely the
“Revolutioh" and its political institutions. Papadopoulos addressed the union leaders of

the state empIoyees using the §ame reaSOm喝Calling for an end to the negative

mentality, the taking the least care and the tendeney for a fast and non meritocratic

Climbing up the hierarchy, by means ofthe party皿cit give and take:

“… Help, gentlemen, tO restOre the order of an organization in your interior. Help

to the restoration ofthe Greek order and discipline… ・Ifit was once taken for granted to

Steal time from the service … let us not allow it today, gentlemen, tO OurSelves. Let us

reach the point of selfisacrifice that almost a11 of you had reached, When your country had

35 In this paragraph I follow也Le analysis ofD. Papadimitriou, ap.Cit., P. 163-164.
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Called you to gunrd it in its field of strugglefy defending its honour, yOur honour, under

much more unfavourable conditions than today. You didn,t ask for overtime payment,

you didn’t stick to your watch then … … I demand from you your general solidardy to

the efrort that the GovemenL as the bearer of the spirit of the Revolution, has
undertaken・ We are not inclined to tolerate anyone,s desertion from the ranks of the

豊器器。藍豊器結露認諾諾霊諾the action
The unfounded claim of Papadopoulos that the corrfemporary competition

between Greece and the rest of the筒ee people” in the field of economy, COnstituted “the

hardest struggle for survival” ofthe nation’in co叩arison to those older fights against the

COnquerOrS Of its land, Came aS an attempt of idealization or even attribution of magical

罵誓霊豊u霊蒜等露盤器書誌荒野霊
COntemPOrary great idea of He皿enism.

Papadopoulos’r軸itaut perception of manJhat is, the constant fight of the nation

for survival, WaS nOt COmeCted to a racism of the bioIogical type. However it contained

SOme references to people with supe正or and inferior civi]izations. In a press corference

for the constitution of 1 968 Papadopoulos seemed to imply that the westem democracies

Shouldn,t support the reinstatement of democratic freedoms in other countries, SuCh as

Greece.短It would be better if we dealt with the developmeut of the societies of the

underdeveloped or the ignoraut people, those liv垂g away from civ並ation today.

Democracy lS nOt in danger・ Human∴SOCiety is in danger. And we Inust heel the

Weaknesses that lead human socicties to the abyss, and we must prepare the conditions

for a true democracy・ We camot profess democracy in theory, When we find ourselves in

front of a pack of wild beasts, that in many respects comes out of all social position. I’m

not referring to my country right now. I am refe正ng to incidents that appear on the

Planet”. In another poiut of the conference he infomed that about 2000 tough

COrr肌nists remained in a state of administrative displacemeut, because they refused to

Slgn a declaration買that they are not going to take up arms against the fatherland”. He

Went On Saying that負・・・ I w皿not let them become beasts at the comand of the

COrmunists, because ifthey tum into beasts... I will be forced to shoot them ‥.”, like

beasts ru皿ning free and血eatening citizen’s lives38.

At this point it must be re血ded that’aCCOrding to the perception of

Papadopoulos, a Ce血n (namely, the Greek-Christian) system of values constituted the

Substructure of the developed westem societies・ The moral principles that constituted the

moral obfigation to the observance of the law and order were founded on it. The lack of

Cuhivation or the gradual atandormeut of these principles led to the underdevelopmeut

Of civilization that was not far from brutalizatio叩riminality and p血ordial savagery. At

the same血e he made clear that he was not referring to the people whose state he

himself was administering. However’at址s point’hisかve mentioned characterization

Of Greece as a developing cou叫y must be ren血ded. It,s a logical necessity of his

argument that, becau§e Of its intemediate position among the developed and the

underdeveloped countries’a Part Of its population s仙remalnS lgnOrant and moves

36 G. Papadopo山ou’ap.Cit・, (18-3-1968), PP. 45, 48.

37 see for example his address to the rapresentatives of血e shipowners’揮it・, (19-3-1968), P. 5 1-54.

38 `妙cit・, (1・3-1968), PP. 12-13, 16.
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SCience to the population through the educational system was not enough; the consta請

and su鉦cient spread of the right moral values to society was of decisive importance and

it constituted a presupposition for a true democraey・ Its neglect, in the context of a

theoretically democratic system of goverrment, led to a state of increased violation of the

law’illegality and decadence, that conmunism言an umatural system of values that

negated the values of the national civ孤ization, COuld exploit to lead to mass c血IeS and

atrocities against it.

The retum of the nation to its moral values and their cultivation afresh in their

Pure fom meant the beginring of its rising, its %resu調eCtion", its renaissance

(“palingenessia”). The ageut of仙s retum was its leadership, in the fom of the
“Revolution’’that strengthened the self-COnSCiousness and the consciousness of the unity

Of the nation that was ident臆ed with the consciousness of its moral p血ciples. Such

moral p血ciples were not only the Greek-Christian values and the obligation to the

Observan∞ Of the bourgeois law and order; it was the unity ofthe political power as well

that was ensured by the interdependence of the powers, the strong Executive and the

armed forces・ The members of t址s leadership, these s郷iOurS Of the nation, Were nOt

Se脆sh’POWer伽rsty individuals, but」Ⅲman beings of the type of the saint, hence

Papadopoulos’symbo血o reference to Gh狐di, Who were sacrificing themselves in order

to reverse the downfall course of the nation. And those saints needed the trust and the

SuPPOrt, that is, the consent, Ofthe nation.

The success餌imposition of the存Revolutioh" constituted a symptom of vitality

Of the national organism in its struggle against anri鮒ation. At the same time言t

COnstituted a factor that precipitated the victory ngainst the corruptive elements of the

national body as we皿as the revelation and the liberation of its authentic and healtdy cells.

So the imposition of a military dictatorship was not identified with tyramy, but with a

heaIthy reaction against the mortal pervasion of the national organism. This reaction

acquired a positive tone through the image ofthe surgeon, Who cuts offthe rotten flesh to

丘ght, uSing the most radical cure, the mortal disease o節e血g, thus, neW life to the

national body:
“Who can blame us that we aim at imposmg a tyranny upon the people, When it

has been reduced to such a state due to the pervasion of the vicious past? No gentlemen.

The Revolution w皿realize its goals … bringing the operation to an end, aS the surgeon

in the operating table. Because ifthe operation does not succeed, the patie請shall die … I

Came tO the point to think whether I could appeal to the Greek People, if I came in fro競

Of him as a now Gandhi and asked him to help for the rea血zation of the goals of the

Revolution and z愉er the success餌end I would commit suicide in front ofhim…. We are

not people that strived to wear the mantle of the govemor, but on the contrary we even

denied life itself and we sacrificed ourselves for what the national consciousness imposed

on us …,,00.

Examined from its own point of view, his claim that the “Revolutioh” had

PreVented the ami皿ation of the nation seems less convincing due to the absence of

racism on bioIogical or at least cultural basis from Papadopoulos’organic perception

諸:羅器盤書
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regar叫g the nation. Without racism of a bioIogical type, the existence of a threat for the

bioIogical survival of the nation could not be supported convineingly. Its material way of

life was not血eatened either・ Even the extended corruption in the public ad血Idstration

that Papadopoulos ascertained could not endanger it, Since it was not considered that it

SPread to sensitive areas, SuCh as s∞urity. So, in the conclusion of his al)OVe mentioned

SPeeCh to the state empIoyees, he could not threaten the careless αdeserters" of the public

admi血stration with anything worse than αmoral death”41, that is, SOCial exclusion from

Which they were supposed to su節er because of the deficie請餌触me虹of their duties.

Still something like that was not possible in a boungeois society, that was going through a

PrOCeSS Of fast and extended u血anization, in the context of which a powerful

COnSumerism had already emerged.

When an onganic conception of the nation in combination with racism on

bioIogical foundations, in the broader context of social Darwinism had been initially put

forward in Greece言t had sharpened and strengthened a競ipa血ianentarism. This had

happened during the first decade of the 20血ce加ry, On the eve ofthe Balkan wars and

the First World War, When nationalist inte皿ectuals and po聯cians tried to fanaticize the

PeOPle against the extemal enemy as wdl as to keep it under the controI ofthe rational
nationa1 1eadership42・ Sti11 during the dictatorship of the coIonels there was not any

PreParation for war against some extemal enemy・ Despite the alleged imminent civil

COnflict that the proclam融on of the 21st of Ap血refe∬ed to, SuCh a possibility did not

exist and’in view of the economlC, POlitical, military and dipIomatic supremaey of the

bourgeois forces’it could not exist. The continuous mass demonstrations against the

Ousting of the m萄ority goverrment of the cen血st po舶cian George Papandreou by king

Konstantine H in九dy 1965, COnStituted a proof of a fim pop山ar demand for a nomal

誤認霊霊盤認諾盤諾藷‡器藍耀
grounded on the normal function of parliamentary democraey4. A symptom of this new
SOCial dynamic, strengthened by the po皿cal developments of 1965, WaS that the

ideoIogy of the national-minded, that almost until the end of the 1950’s expressed the

Whole of the bourgeois po聯cal forces, CeaSed to consti請e the ideoIogy of a large part of

the centrist politicians. The idea of the nation itself was interpreted by some of them, aS

the son ofPapandreou, Andreas, in a nationalist, Pragmatic and socialist directioh45. Even

in the context ofthe ideoIogy and cu血ure ofthe left ofthe 1960’s, an Organic con∞Ption

Of the nation had been reinteapreted in terms of resistance from which democratic

COnClusions were drawnf The mi耽ary dictatorship appcared as an attempt to freeze

these forces狐d irmob址ze the country in the post ciwh war period, aS We皿as an effbrt

to upgrade the position ofthe amed forces in the context ofpo舶cal power and the state.

Under these conditions’the ine餓ciency of its appeals to the patriotism of the Greeks

総譜窪詫露勧明弘か。44了。, 。58叫。。, 423叫24, 。83.
43 Dimitris Haralampis, S脇。s肋i poli脇e#OuSia, A血ens 1985.

44 Hristoforos Vemardakis - Giamis Mawhs’Kbm棚ia &a=aoinon履s simmax,ies stin zm俄脇fo脇

認諾露語欝整認諾畿盈盈,,皿哩触
March 2002, P. 415435.
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ai血ng at a collective psychic and moral up愉and unity was not due just to the

a軸rariness and the terrorism ofthe reglme.
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